
Be part of the future of learning



Independent learning skills are crucial for students' success 
but are only mastered by a selected few

I am intimidated by the study material. I don't know where to 

start learning.

“

180 million
Learners on MOOC platforms

3%
Completion Rate

12%
Start a second course

Insight comes from unexpected links but these links are hard to 

�nd.

“

I need to learn this skill to take the next step in my career but I am 

struggling to understand how to use all the free content I can �nd.

“



Our mission is to give all students the tools and 
knowledge to master any skill by teaching them how to 

be a better learner.



Curate

Highlight important content Generate revision questions

Organize

Store highlight history Organize content with tags

Remember

Practice study questions AI-driven recommendations 

ATLAS isn't 
just 'another flashcard app'
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ATLAS is the most effective way for learners to organize 
their content...

 AI-driven question generation  

Custom highlighting to organize 
content by difficulty, topic and more

💪  Users don't loose time 

preparing bad questions

🙂  No redundant or too dif�cult 

content revision



...and to achieve long-term retention.

Fast content retrieval and 
personal suggestions

Active recall and spaced repetition 
through content linking 

💪  Users can search all 

content ever collected

🙂  First application to use unsupervised 

content linking through keyword extraction



Four-Stages Machine Learning Model

Keywords Extraction: Yake! and TF_IDF

Concepts Generation: Wikipedia and Web Scraping

Keywords Tailoring: Wikipedia

Quiz Questions Generation: T5-Transformers Based Models



Our features are powered by cutting-edge scientific research

We draw on recent advancements in automatic question generation in education. 
(Adapting question difficulty by highlight color; Le et al., 2014; Kurdi et al., 2020)

 

 
We leverage state-of-the-art natural language processing algorithms. 
(Transformer-based end-to-end question generation; Enrico Lopez et al., 2020)

We integrate evidence-based study principles.
(Active recall and spaced repetition; Augustin, 2014)



The ATLAS pricing model: 
users get to love our product through the free tier and choose to go premium

$0
Always free

$15/m
Premium Features



We address a fast-growing market boosted by Covid-19

Students 

completing 

MOOCs

180M

Students 

completing 

MOOCs in 

CS or DS

45M

ATLAS 

users

4.5M

 💡
This analysis focuses on Computer Science and Data Science students 

however we plan to extend to additional subjects soon.

 💡
With a Serviceable Obtainable Market of 4.5M users and 10% Premium 

customers this equals a potential MRR of 6.75M.



Where are we going from here?

Launch MVP through MOOC forums, online communities, content 
creator and influencers 

Boost user growth through partnerships with MOOC providers, 
universities and textbook companies

Target wider audience through referral scheme and paid marketing 



We have the skill set to fundamentally improve how students learn

Jesse Doan

Frontend Development & AI

CS at Stanford

Conrad Borchers

Learning Science

Psychology at the University of Tübingen

Paul Muller

Business Dev & Product

CS at KCL

Mohamed Gaber

Backend Development & Data Science

Data Science at Minerva Schools at KGI
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